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The History and Geography
of Current Global Events
Territorial Conflicts in the
East Asian Seas
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China has been testing the waters
(literally and figuratively) to see how
far it can go and what it can get away
with. Apparently, when the strategy of
attacking opponents’ ships and placing
oil rigs in disputed territory proved to be
too costly, China took note and backed off
somewhat, at least temporarily. Now, in
its push to build a string of artificial
islands that can both serve as bases and
give validity to its claims to be effectively
in control of the territory, it may have run
up against another wall.
All eyes are on Beijing. It has most
certainly been watching closely to see
how the United States has comported
itself in Ukraine and the Middle East.
Now the question becomes: How much do
they want to test this Administration?
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General Gregorio Catapang said US, Japanese and Vietnamese naval vessels
would be allowed to make port calls once the facility at Oyster Bay on the Philippine island
of Palawan was finished.

The Philippine military's top priority is to build a naval base on the country's western coastline,
opposite the disputed Spratly islands, although the plans have been delayed by funding bottlenecks, the
Philippine armed forces chief told Reuters.
Japan, which is helping Manila boost its maritime capabilities, might fund infrastructure around
the base but not the facility itself, a Japanese source with knowledge of the plan said earlier this year.
Washington has asked for access to Philippine military bases in eight locations to rotate troops, aircraft
and ships for training as Washington shifts more of its forces to Asia, Catapang said last month.

The Philippines will develop a disputed island it claims in the South China Sea as a
tourist destination, the military chief has said.
Gen Gregorio Catapang made the announcement on a trip to Pagasa, one of the nine islands
claimed by Manila in the Spratly archipelago.
He said a ferry service from nearby Palawan would be launched next year.

Existing tourist sights around Pagasa
1 The dilapidated Sierra Madre ship owned by the Philippine Navy, anchored near the Ayungin
shoal. Filipino soldiers live on-board to secure the perimeter of the Spratly group of islands.
2 A non-functional jetty - construction began on one more than 10 years ago but the ship
bringing supplies got stuck on the reef and is still there today.
3 Concrete bunkers that were built along the shoreline that are now sliding into the sea, rusted
anti-aircraft guns.
4 Sandy beaches and crystal clear waters.
5 A functional air strip.

Thitu Island (Tagalog:
Pagasa, literally "hope";)
having an area of 37.2
hectares, is the second
largest of the naturally
occurring Spratly Islands
and the largest of the
Philippine-occupied naturally
occurring Spratly Islands. It
lies about 480 kilometres
(300 mi) west of Puerto
Princesa City.

There are numerous plans for the island. One of the plans, proposed by the Philippine Navy
since 1999, is to create a long causeway that leads all the way to a deep water region.The
island is completely surrounded by its expansive shallow coral base. This caused the Philippine
Navy's BRP Lanao del Norte (LT-504), to run aground during a failed attempt to dock near the
island in 2004. The damaged ship currently remains at the site of the wreck. Additionally, the
Philippine Navy has proposed a naval base be built on the island, specifically for the purposes
of training the Philippine Navy's elite Special Warfare Group or Navy Seals.
In contrast, the municipality proposes that the island be developed for tourism. The island has a
white sand coastline, is filled with trees, and is a sanctuary of several species of sea birds. Its
wide coral base makes for good diving.

Thitu Island
Fiery Cross Reef
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Hughes Reef
http://qz.com/347684/chinas-island-building-spree-is-about-more-than-just-military-might/

In this aerial file photograph taken from a Philippine Air Force aircraft on Nov 6, 2003, Chinesebuilt structures on the Mischief Reef in the disputed Spratly islands are seen strategically
located in the South China Sea. -- PHOTO: AFP - See more at: http://www.straitstimes.com/thebig-story/asia-report/china/story/manila-says-china-starts-dredging-another-reef-south-chinasea#sthash.MqWF6POQ.dpuf

http://globalnation.inquirer.net/121306/ph-military-accuses-chinese-vessel-of-aggressive-action-vs-patrol-aircraft
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The World's EEZs, shown in dark blue.

An exclusive economic zone (EEZ) is a sea zone prescribed by the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea over which a state has special rights regarding the exploration and use of marine
resources, including energy production from water and wind.It stretches from the baseline out to
200 nautical miles (nmi) from its coast.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exclusive_economic_zone

United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
A group of Republican senators, led by Jim Inhofe of Oklahoma, has blocked
American ratification of the Convention, claiming that it would impinge on U.S.
sovereignty. The Bush administration, the Pentagon and the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee favored ratification.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maritime_boundary#/media/File:Zonmar-en.svg

http://www.ga.gov.au/scientific-topics/marine/jurisdiction/maritime-boundary-definitions
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Which one is is, Paul Simon:
rock or island?

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/rearvision/5145092

China claims Scarborough Shoal is an island, while the Philippines maintain it is merely a rock. If the Scarborough Shoal is
an island, it would confer an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) on the country that can claim sovereignty. Within an EEZ, the
state has full rights to all natural resources for 200 nautical miles around.
‘If they're only rocks, they're only allowed a 12 nautical mile limit,’ says Stephanie Kleine-Ahlbrandt, the director of Asia-Pacific
programs at the US Institute of Peace. ‘So that's why the Philippines would argue they are rocks. If they were to be, for example,
decided to be Chinese, then it would give China only a 12 nautical mile limit. China claims the Scarborough Shoal as an island,
part of its Macclesfield Bank claim, but there are a couple of problems with that argument. Scarborough Shoal is actually
quite a distance from Macclesfield Bank, and under international law Macclesfield Bank may not be capable of being subject
to a claim of sovereignty because it's actually completely submerged.

Article121
Regime of islands
1. An island is a naturally formed area of land, surrounded by water,
which is above water at high tide.
2. Except as provided for in paragraph 3, the territorial sea, the
contiguous zone, the exclusive economic zone and the continental
shelf of an island are determined in accordance with the provisions of
this Convention applicable to other land territory.
3. Rocks which cannot sustain human habitation or economic life
of their own shall have no exclusive economic zone or continental
shelf.

Ball’s Pyramid

http://english.qstheory.cn/magazine/201104/201112/t20111229_132677.htm
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South Kuril Islands
Hokkaido

The San Francisco Peace Treaty with Japan from 1951 states that Japan must give up all claims to the Kuril
islands, but it also does not recognize the Soviet Union's sovereignty over the Kuril Islands Furthermore,
Japan currently claims that at least some of the disputed islands are not a part of the Kuril Islands, and thus
are not covered by the treaty. Russia maintains that the Soviet Union's sovereignty over the islands was
recognized following agreements at the end of the Second World War. However, Japan has disputed this
claim. The disputed islands are:

Burevestnik (also Iturup; Japanese: 天寧飛行場, Tenneihikōjyō) (IATA: BVV, ICAO: UHSB) is a military air base on
Iturup Island, Russia, establishing the nation's presence on the
disputed South Kuril Islands with the largest airfield in the
region. It is also the former Soviet Union's most remote
interceptor base, home of 387 IAP (387th Interceptor Aviation
Regiment). During the 1970s it flew MiG-21bis and upgraded to
MiG-23 jets in 1983.[1] Burevestnik's communications and
logistics were tied to Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk and supplies were
flown in weekly on An-12 aircraft.
Burevestnik's close proximity to Japan's highly populated
Hokkaidō Island, by only 190 km, and to major aviation
corridors kept the base in a state of constant alert.

18 September 2014

Russia has conducted military anti-landing drills in a Pacific island chain, parts of which
are also claimed by Japan, the Interfax news agency cited the Russian Defense Ministry as
saying Thursday.
"Units were scrambled as part of large-scale anti-landing drills. … [They] worked on coastal
defense from possible sea or air attacks," Interfax quoted the press service for Russia's Eastern
Military District as saying.
Tokyo and Moscow have been involved in a decades-old dispute over islands north of
Hokkaido, known as the Kuril Islands in Russia and referred to as the Northern Territories in
Japan.
Russian President Vladimir Putin said last week that he was ready to discuss the issue
but blamed Japan for a lack of dialogue.
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has previously said that Russian military exercises
on the islands are "totally unacceptable."
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The Liancourt Rocks, also known as Dokdo or Tokto (Korean pronunciation: [tokt͈o]; Hangul: 독
도; hanja: 獨島, literally solitary island) in Korean, and Takeshima (竹島/たけしま?, literally
bamboo island) in Japanese,

Dokdo/Takeshima
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liancourt_Rocks

From March 1965 Choi Jong-duk, a resident of Ulleung-do, started to
dwell on the islets to make a living from fishing. He also helped install
facilities from May 1968. In 1981, Choi Jong-dok changed his
administrative address to the Liancourt Rocks, making himself the first
person to officially live there. He died there in September 1987. His
son-in-law, Cho Jun-ki, and his wife also resided there from 1985 until
they moved out in 1992. Meanwhile in 1991, Kim Sung-do and Kim
Shin-yeol transferred to the islets as permanent residents, still
continuing to live there. In addition to these residents, there are 37
South Korean national police officers on guard duty.
There are also three Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries
personnel, and three lighthouse keepers staying on the islets in
rotation. Since the South Korean Coast Guard was sent to the islets,
civilian travel was subject to South Korean government approval; they
have claimed that the reason for this is that the islet group is
designated as a nature reserve.
The South Korean government gave its approval to allow 1,597
visitors to visit the islets in 2004. Since March 2005, more tourists
have received approval to visit. The South Korean government lets
up to 70 tourists land at any one given time; one ferry provides
rides to the islets every day.Tour companies charge around 350,000
Korean won per person (approx. 250 US dollars as of 2009).

The Wall Street Journal
By KWANWOO JUN
April 4, 2014 3:40 a.m. ET

SEOUL—South Korea strongly denounced Japan's fresh territorial claim on Friday to a set of
disputed islets—setting back U.S. efforts to repair ties between two key Asian allies ahead of a
visit by President Barack Obama this month.
Seoul and Tokyo have long been in feud over the ownership of the islets—internationally called the
Liancourt Rocks—midway between the nations. They are called Dokdo in Korea and Takeshima in
Japan.
The lurking territorial dispute flared up again Friday when Tokyo reaffirmed in an annual report on its
foreign policy that the islets—under Seoul's control—should belong to Japan, vowing to push for
settlement through international laws. Simultaneously, Tokyo also approved new elementary school
textbooks that support Japan's sovereignty over the islets.
Seoul's foreign ministry and education ministry immediately issued separate statements denouncing
Tokyo for making "outrageous claims" to the islets and repeatedly worsening bilateral relations.
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702303532704579480660779784426

Japan officially incorporated the rocks in 1905, handing management to the local government. Five years later it annexed the
Korean peninsula, which it occupied until its defeat in 1945. Months after Japan signed a 1951 peace treaty with 47 other
countries, South Korea drew a sea border that effectively staked its claim to what were known in Europe as the
Liancourt Rocks.
In 2005, the Shimane prefecture that takes in Okinoshima established an annual Takeshima Day on Feb. 22, sparking protests
in South Korea and prompting Gyeongsangbuk-do province to sever ties. Since 2009, all elementary and middle school
students in Shimane prefecture have lessons on the issue.
Tensions flared when then-South Korean President Lee Myung Bak visited the islets in 2012, becoming the first leader to do
so and prompting Japan to recall its envoy.
Just under 55 per cent of Japanese respondents to a Genron NPO survey last year said they had an unfavorable
opinion of South Korea, up from 37.3 per cent in 2013. The most common reason given was South Korea’s criticism of
Japan over historical issues.
The survey showed 70.9 per cent of South Koreans had an unfavorable view of Japan, down from 76.6 per cent in 2013.
Genron interviewed about 1,000 people in each country in person from May-June last year.
- See more at: http://www.themalaymailonline.com/world/article/liancourt-rocks-how-two-small-rocks-stop-japan-and-southkorea-from-getting#sthash.Axj3C9be.dpuf
http://www.themalaymailonline.com/world/article/liancourt-rocks-how-two-small-rocks-stop-japan-and-south-korea-from-getting

http://www.dokdo-takeshima.com/the-dokdo-takeshima-dispute-why-asia-distrustsjapan.html

http://initialsitevietnam.com/blog/tag/takeshima-day/

The Zone is the overlap of
24,092 square nautical miles
enclosed by the outer limits of
each party’s claims to the
continental shelf. Japan’s claim
is based on the median-line
toward China and South Korea,
and South Korea’s claim is
based on the natural
prolongation of land territory
toward China and Japan

http://english.yonhapnews.co.kr/national/2011/07/30/34/0301000000AEN20110730001800320F.HTML
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On December 17, 2010, Ishigaki
declared January 14 as
"Pioneering Day" to
commemorate Japan's 1895
annexation of the Senkaku
Islands. China condemned
Ishigaki's actions. In 2012, both
the Tokyo Metropolitan and
Japanese central governments
announced plans to negotiate
purchase of Uotsuri, KitaKojima, and Minami-Kojima
from the Kurihara family. On
September 11, 2012, the
Japanese government
nationalized its control over the
islands by purchasing them from
the Kurihara family for ¥2.05
billion. China's Foreign Ministry
objected saying Beijing would
not "sit back and watch its
territorial sovereignty
violated."
In 2014, Japan constructed a
lighthouse and wharf featuring
Japanese flag insignia on the
islets.

http://natocouncil.ca/the-senkaku-islands-tension-remains-high-between-japan-and-china/

May 7, 2015

Japan is planning on deploying 600 troops to islands near the ones it disputes with China.
Russia’s Sputnik news, citing unnamed Japanese government officials, said that Japan’s Defense Ministry has decided to deploy
600 soldiers from the Ground Self-Defense Force to Miyako and Ishigaki Islands in the southwestern part of Okinawa
Prefecture. The soldiers will be equipped with anti-ship missiles, the report also said.

The United States and Japan have unveiled new rules for defense cooperation in a historic move that will
give Japanese armed forces a more ambitious global role amid concerns over China’s rising sway.
Under the revised guidelines, Japan could come to the aid of US forces threatened by a third country or,
for example, deploy minesweeper ships to a mission in the Middle East.
Kerry stressed that the United States saw the disputed Senkaku islands, known in Chinese as the
Diaoyus, as firmly under Japan’s control.
Washington’s “commitment to Japan’s security remains ironclad and covers all territories under Japan’s
administration, including the Senkaku islands,” Kerry said. The sovereignty of the isles has been the
source of friction between Tokyo and Beijing for decades.

US President Barack Obama refrained from mentioning the US government's
conventional view that it takes a neutral stance on territorial sovereignty over the
Senkaku Islands in Okinawa Prefecture during his joint press conference with Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe after their summit meeting on April 28, in line with a prior request from
the Japanese government, according to Japanese government sources.
It is believed that Obama did so aiming to reinforce precautions against China over the
Senkaku Islands in the wake of its heavy-handed moves of maritime advancement in the East
China Sea and the South China Sea.
- See more at: http://news.asiaone.com/news/asia/obama-silent-senkaku-islandssovereignty#sthash.GdcSzyd9.dpuf

However, Obama also said, "We don't take a position on final sovereignty determinations
with respect to the Senkakus." He thus underscored that their territorial sovereignty is a
separate issue.
The Japanese government has requested the US government to confirm that the territorial
sovereignty of the Senkaku Islands belongs to Japan.
During Abe's recent visit to the United States, the Japanese government requested that Obama
not make any remarks to indicate the US government's neutral stance, and the US government
accepted the request, according to the sources.
Based on the prior coordination between the two governments, Obama only mentioned the
point that the United States is obliged to defend the Senkaku Islands under the Japan-US
Security Treaty.

The Asahi Shimbun | AJW Asia and Japan Watch

http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/asia-paci/senkaku/qa_1010.html#q6

Ogle Earth
http://ogleearth.com/2012/09/apple-maps-and-the-diaoyusenkaku-islands/

Upon closer inspection, it became apparent that while there are no labels or borders
depicted near the islands, the islands themselves are rendered twice in the map view
of Apple Maps — with a search for “Senkaku Islands” dropping a pin on one set of
islands, and a search for “Diaoyu Islands” dropping a pin on the other:

Google Earth

The Ryukyu Kingdom was an independent kingdom that ruled most of the Ryukyu Islands
from the 15th to the 19th century. The kings of Ryukyu unified Okinawa Island and extended the
kingdom to the Amami Islands in modern-day Kagoshima Prefecture, and the Sakishima
Islands near Taiwan. Despite its small size, the kingdom played a central role in the maritime
trade networks of medieval East and Southeast Asia.
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The archipelago includes about 130
small coral islands and reefs,
most grouped into the northeast
Amphitrite Group or the western
Crescent Group. They are
distributed over a maritime area of
around 15,000 square kilometres
(5,800 sq mi), with a land area of
approximately 7.75 square
kilometres (2.99 sq mi)

Population
Over 1,000 (as of 2014)
Ethnic groups
Chinese

China (PRC) took over the Amphitrite
Group in 1950 from Taiwan (ROC)
during the Chinese Civil War, and the
Crescent Group from South Vietnam in
the Battle of the Paracel Islands in
January 1974. South Vietnam's claim to
the islands was inherited by the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam, which has ruled all of
Vietnam since 1976. In July 2012, China
(PRC) established the city of Sansha,
under Hainan Province, to administer
the area.

Paracel Islands
Woody Island

The centre of government for Sansha is located on Woody Island (Yongxing Dao) in the
Paracels, where about 1,000 Chinese (PRC) reside. With a land area of 210ha, Woody
Island is the largest contiguous land area in the South China Sea. The total land area of
Sansha, which includes the islands in the Paracel and Spratly groups, is less than 5
square miles (13 km2).Nationally, Sansha is the smallest prefecture-level city, by both
population and land area, but the largest by total area,[ and is also the southernmost
prefecture-level city of the PRC.

http://rt.com/news/china-tourism-paracel-islands-462/

The Wall Street Journal
By TREFOR MOSS
Updated April 14, 2015 11:16 a.m. ET

The second stage of a greening project for Sansha was announced on 30 June 2014. It states:
"According to the investment plan, 18 million yuan (about 2.92 million U.S. dollars) will be used
to build desalination systems and grow trees on Xishazhou Island (West Sand - NW
Crescent Group) in the hope of turning the island into a new oasis." The article makes
references to the greening of:
• Ganquan Island (Robert Island) - W Crescent Group between Antelope Reef and Pattle
Island, where an environmental protection station was set up in February 2014
• Jinqin (Drummond Island) - E Crescent Group
• Lingyangjiao (Antelope Reef) - W Crescent Group between Money and Robert Islands
• Xishazhou Island (West Sand) - NW Crescent Group
• Yagong Island - NE Crescent Group, between Tree Island and Observation Bank
• Yinyu (Observation Bank / Silver Islet) - NE Crescent Group
• Yongxing Island (Woody Island) - Centre of Amphitrite group
• Zhaoshu (Tree Island) - N Crescent Group
It also mentions substantial infrastructure upgrades to Woody Island, including wastewater treatment, garbage aggregation and treatment, desalination (1 Mega-litre/day) and
upgrades to photovoltaic equipment.

https://news.vice.com/article/foreigners-are-fleeing-as-vietnamviolently-riots-against-china

“The Xisha Islands are China's inherent territory. There exists no dispute,” said the Chinese Foreign Ministry in a statement last week.
“Vietnam's disruptions of the Chinese company's normal activities have seriously violated China's sovereignty, sovereign rights, and
jurisdiction.”
The US State Department condemned China’s activity towards the disputed islands as “provocative” in a statement on May 7.
“This unilateral action appears to be part of a broader pattern of Chinese behavior to advance its claims over disputed territory in a manner that
undermines peace and stability in the region,” the statement said.
The protests in Vietnam reflect growing anger in the region from China’s neighbors over what many see as an overt land grab that China has been
carrying out in the South China Sea in recent years.

Signs of oil and gas have been found by a Chinese rig that was drilling off a disputed island chain in the South China Seas, according to
Chinese state media.
The drilling area does have the basic conditions and potential for oil exploration, Wang Zhen, deputy director of CNPC Policy Research
Office, told Xinhua.
The drilling operation, known as the Zhongjiannan Project, was completed on July 15, according to the China National Petroleum
Corporation (CNPC). The state-owned energy company will further analyze the collected geological data before announcing their next steps.

Spratly
Islands
More than
700 Bits of
Land

http://www.voanews.com/content/pentagon-says-china-speeds-up-island-building-south-china-sea/2760875.html

Taiping Island, also known as Itu Aba Island and by various other names, is the largest of the
naturally occurring Spratly Islands in the South China Sea. The island is elliptical in shape being
1.4 kilometres (0.87 mi) in length and 0.4 kilometres (0.25 mi) in width, with an area of 46
hectares (110 acres). It is part of the Tizard Bank (Zheng He Reefs; 鄭和群礁). The Taiping
Island Airport is the most prominent artificial feature on the island.
The island is administered by the Republic of China (Taiwan), as part of Cijin, Kaohsiung. It is
also claimed by the People's Republic of China, the Philippines and Vietnam.

The nine-dotted line, nine-dashed line,
U-shaped line, nine-dash map refer to
the demarcation line used initially by the
government of the Republic of China
(ROC / Taiwan), and subsequently also by
the government of the People's Republic
of China (PRC), for their claims of the
major part of the South China Sea
(SCS).The contested area in the SCS
includes the Paracel Islands the Spratly
Islands,[3][4] and various other areas
including the Pratas Islands, the
Macclesfield Bank and the Scarborough
Shoal.
Despite having made the vague
claim public in 1947, China is still
(as of 2015) to file a formal and
specifically defined claim to the
area within the dashes.
The nine-dotted line was originally an
eleven-dotted-line first shown on a map
published by the Kuomintang
government of the Republic of China
(1912–1949) in December 1947 to justify
its claims in the South China Sea.] After the
Communist Party of China took over
mainland China and formed the People's
Republic of China in 1949, the line was
adopted and revised to nine as endorsed
by Zhou Enlai.[6] After evacuating to
Taiwan, the Republic of China has
continued its claims, and the nine-dotted
line remains as the rationale for Taiwan's
claims to the Spratly and Paracel Islands.

The first island chain has its
purpose in Chinese military
doctrine. The People's
Republic of China views the
first island chain as the area it
must secure and disable from
American bases, aircraft and
aircraft-carrier groups, if in
defending itself it must
tactically unleash a preemptive attack against an
enemy. The aim of the doctrine
is to seal off the Yellow Sea,
South China Sea and East
China Sea inside an arc running
from the Aleutians in the north to
Borneo in the south. According
to reports by American think
tanks CSBA and RAND, by
2020, China will be well on its
way to having the means to
achieve its first island chain
policy

PRC military theorists conceive of two island
"chains" as forming a geographic basis for
China's maritime defensive perimeter. The
precise boundaries of these chains have never
been officially defined by the Chinese
government, and so are subject to some
specualtion. By one account, China's "green
water" extends eastward in the Pacific Ocean
out to the first island chain, which is formed by
the Aleutians, the Kuriles, Japan's archipelago,
the Ryukyus, Taiwan, the Philippines, and
Borneo. Further eastward is "blue water"
extending to the second island chain running
from the north at the Bonin Islands and moving
southward through the Marianas, Guam, and
the Caroline Islands.
Adm. Liu Huaqing was chief of the PLAN
(1982-88) and later vice chairman of the
Central Military Commission (1989-97). Liu and
others defined [Memoirs of Liu Huaqing]
(Beijing: People's Liberation Army, 2004)] the
First Island Chain, or current limit of most
PLAN operations, as comprising Japan and its
northern and southern archipelagos (the latter
disputed by China), South Korea, Taiwan, and
the Philippines. The Second Island Chain,
which Liu envisioned as being fully within
the scope of future PLAN activities, ranges
from the Japanese archipelago south to the
Bonin and Marshall islands, including
Guam.

http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/china/plan-doctrine-offshore.htm

The String of Pearls theory is a geopolitical theory regarding potential Chinese intentions in the Indian Ocean region.It refers to the
network of Chinese military and commercial facilities and relationships along its sea lines of communication, which extend
from the Chinese mainland to Port Sudan. The sea lines run through several major maritime choke points such as the Strait
of Mandeb, the Strait of Malacca, the Strait of Hormuz and the Lombok Strait, as well as other strategic maritime centers in
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, the Maldives and Somalia. The term as a geopolitical concept was first used in an internal
United States Department of Defense report titled "Energy Futures in Asia". The term has never been used by official Chinese
government sources, but is often used in the Indian media.
The emergence of the String of Pearls is indicative of China’s growing geopolitical influence through concerted efforts to increase
access to ports and airfields, expand and modernize military forces, and foster stronger diplomatic relationships with trading partners.[4]
The Chinese government insists that China’s burgeoning naval strategy is entirely peaceful in nature and designed solely for the
protection of regional trade interests.[5] An analysis by The Economist also found the Chinese moves to be commercial in nature.[6]
Although it has been claimed that China's actions are creating a security dilemma between China and India in the Indian Ocean, this
has been questioned by some analysts who point to China's fundamental strategic vulnerabilities.

http://thediplomat.com/2015/01/burying-chinas-string-of-pearls/

http://www.firstpost.com/world/modis-overseas-ambitions-vietnam-and-the-reverse-string-of-pearls-to-contain-china-1781389.html
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http://people.hofstra.edu/geotrans/eng/ch1en/appl1en/maritimeroutes.html

Gwadar Port is a strategic warm-water deep-sea port developed jointly by the
Government of Pakistan and the Government of China at a cost of USD $248 million and
officially opened by the President of Pakistan on 20 March 2007.[In 2013, Gwadar Port
operations were officially handed over to China Under the contract with China, the port will be
further developed into a full-scale commercial port, with an initial construction investment of
$750 million. The port is said to be strategically important to China because it will enable
China to more safely and reliably import oil. Currently, sixty percent of China’s oil must
be transported by ship from the Persian Gulf to the only commercial port in China,
Shanghai, a distance of more than 16,000 kilometres. The journey takes two to three months,
during which time the ships are vulnerable to pirates, bad weather, political rivals, and other
risks. Using Gwadar port instead will reduce the distance these ships must travel and will also
enable oil transfers to be made year-round

http://www.adp-i.com/en/gwadar-international-airport-cargo-terminal

http://defence.pk/threads/pakistans-gwadar-karachi-to-be-linked-with-chinas-kashgar-pm.256707/page-2

The Pakistan program
has been described by
Chinese officials as the
“flagship project” of a
broader policy, “One
Belt, One Road,”
which seeks to
physically connect
China to its markets
in Asia, Europe and
beyond.
“If ‘One Belt, One
Road’ is like a
symphony involving
and benefiting every
country, then
construction of the
China Pakistan
Economic Corridor is
the sweet melody of
the symphony’s first
movement,” Wang Yi,
China’s foreign
minister said during a
visit to Pakistan in
February.

ASEAN
The Association of Southeast
Asian Nations is a political and
economic organization of ten
Southeast Asian countries. It was
formed on 8 August 1967 by
Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore, and
Thailand.[ Since then, membership
has expanded to include Brunei,
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar
(Burma), and Vietnam. Its aims
include accelerating economic
growth, social progress, and
sociocultural evolution among its
members, protection of regional
peace and stability, and
opportunities for member countries
to resolve differences peacefully
In 2002 China and ASEAN agreed that disputants should resolve differences peacefully, “exercise selfrestraint” and adopt a formal code of conduct for their activities. But China has shown no eagerness to
develop such a code. The Philippines, fed up with its obduracy, has challenged the basis of its territorial
claims before a UN-backed tribunal. China has refused to co-operate. All sides are now digging in their heels.

Swiss News
Information

BEIJING (Reuters) - China's foreign ministry said on Tuesday that it was "extremely concerned" after leaders of Southeast Asian countries
expressed worry about land reclamation and navigational freedom in the disputed South China Sea.
China's reclamation work in the South China Sea has become the latest source of tension with some of its smaller neighbours, several of whom have
competing territorial claims in the waters.
The 10-member Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) said after a summit this week in Kuala Lumpur that reclamation work had
"eroded trust and confidence and may undermine peace, security and stability in the South China Sea".
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Hong Lei said that China was "extremely concerned" that the closing statement addressed the South China Sea
issue, which he said was not a problem between China and ASEAN.
"On this issue China has exercised extreme restraint," he said, repeating that China believed the dispute should be resolved via direct talks
between the claimants.

2012
Pivot to
Asia?

“It’s really more rhetoric than
reality and more rhetoric than
resources,” says Bruce Klingner,
senior research fellow on Northeast
Asia at the Heritage Foundation. “On
the one hand it’s a good strategy as
it’s important to prioritize Asia for
the United States because Asia is so
vital to U.S. interest, diplomatically,
economically and militarily. That
said, there’s not a lot of meat behind
it.”
Benjamin H. Friedman, a research
fellow in defense and homeland
security studies at the CATO
Institute, concurs with this
assessment. He said that the pivot is
more of an effort to draw
attention away from military
pullbacks in Europe and the
Middle East than it is a true
effort to make Asia more
strategically important.
- See more at: http://
www.thefiscaltimes.com/Articles/
2014/01/09/Why-Obama-s-BigPivot-AsiaMyth#sthash.PGtXKAWQ.dpuf

